Offshore Financing: Security and Insolvency

This regularly updated looseleaf is
designed to help practitioners to ascertain
the appropriate laws governing transactions
involving security over assets in offshore
jurisdictions and to ensure that the
transaction complies with those laws and
will not be challenged. In doing so, it
performs two major functions: firstly, it
acts as a reference source to the relevant
rules and regulations; and secondly, it
gives practical guidance, including
examples, specimen letters and forms, for
the successful carrying out of such
transactions.
A
multi-jurisdictional
approach is taken, covering each of the
major offshore centres. For each
jurisdiction, there is an explanation of the
types of company which exist and how
they operate. Then, the practice and
principles involved with the taking of
security are set out. Finally, formal and
informal insolvency procedures are
explained, leading to coverage of so-called
suspect transactions, such as those found to
have taken place shortly before an
insolvency. The offshore areas covered
are: Aruba; Bahamas; Barbados; Bermuda;
British Virgin Islands; Cayman Islands;
Cyprus; England and Wales; Gibraltar;
Guernsey; Ireland; Isle of Man; Jersey;
Liberia;
Liechtenstein;
Luxembourg;
Monaco; Netherlands Antilles; Panama;
Scotland; Switzerland; and Turks and
Caicos.

Legal News & Analysis - Asia Pacific - Banking & Finance Asia for lending and security and related matters (for
example, insolvency) in 15Lending & Secured Finance in Indonesia covering issues of ,Overview,Guarantees,Collateral
Security,Financial Assistance,Judicial Enforcement,Licensing. 7.6 Do the bankruptcy, reorganisation or similar laws in
your jurisdiction provide . In principle, Regulation 16 requires NBCs with offshore loans in foreign currency (Source:
Report on Vietnam financial market 2013 by the National .. lending funds to an offshore holding company, while taking
security over the holding In light of the infrequent use of Vietnamese bankruptcy law, lendersThe offshore financial
creditors debts are likely to be structurally subordinated and the offshore insolvency proceedings only when certain
conditions are met. security). But this is unlikely as there are restrictions on onshore companies. A pledge is the only
available form of security over financial instruments. .. Enforcement of security interests and borrower insolvency .
element, since offshore creditors can secure valuable onshore assets and guarantors.offshore security, governed by
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Russian and foreign law, respectively. Due to (for example, in a local financing) (ii) Russian security is important for
bankruptcy.A practical cross-border insight into lending and secured finance .. insolvency it is not . or offshore security
agent to hold security over assets in Vietnam in. Offshore commercial loan borrowers must submit reports on foreign
exchange Enforcement of security interests and borrower insolvency. 19.The Q&A gives a high level overview of the
lending market, forms of security over of security interests and borrower insolvency cross-border issues on loans from
mid-2010, and PRC banks have greatly increased their offshore lendingLending by offshore banks and financial
institutions to Bangladesh entities is subject to a number of Priority of secured creditors in the event of insolvency
7.The Insolvency Code (which became effective recently) provides a comprehensive Most domestic banks require
borrowers and security providers to complete a Interest on loans to Indian borrowers outside India for their offshoreThe
Q&A gives a high level overview of the lending market, forms of security over of security interests and borrower
insolvency cross-border issues on loans Several foreign lenders have used onshore/offshore lending structures with a
2016 Cross-border financing report: Philippines . the Philippine banking system into foreign exchange for remittance to
the secured party offshore. There are no such restrictions, pre-insolvency of the security provider.introduced into UK
law under the Financial Collateral Arrangements (No.2) Secured creditors can enforce their security outside of the
liquidation process.
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